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Hence, in the highly competitive, high-service, retail mar

COMPUTER SUPPORTED RETAIL
SHOPPING SYSTEMS AND METHODS

ket, neW methods and support systems are required to provide

FIELD OF INVENTION

the highest level of service possible, While maintaining cost
effectiveness and ef?ciency.
SUMMARY OF INVENTION

The present invention relates in general to electronic retail

ing techniques, and in particular, to computer supported retail
shopping systems and methods.

The principles of the present invention are embodied in

computer assisted shopping systems and methods. According

In today’s competitive retailing environment, maintaining

to one representative embodiment, a computer assisted shop
ping system is disclosed that includes a hand-held scanner for
customer scanning of information associated With a product
in a retailing facility and a netWorked system. The netWorked

a high level of customer service is paramount to ensuring
satis?ed customers and a thriving business. This is especially

doWnloads information from the hand-held scanner, as

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

system stores customer delivery preference information and

true in retail stores that often serve customers Whose ability to

shop is constrained by their lifestyle, for example those cus
tomers Who Work full-time or live or Work Within a large city.

Simply put, to stay competitive in such an environment, a
retailer must be highly motivated and innovative.
Providing a shopping environment that maximizes cus
tomer convenience, individualized service, and business e?i

20

ciency, is a challenging proposition. For example, a typical
customer may Wish to shop at their oWn pace and With mini

mal interaction With store personnel; yet, When that shopper
does require help, he or she may also expect that the store
personnel be immediately available and Well prepared to
address the customer’s needs. Moreover, most shoppers do
not like to Wait in checkout lines, especially When the preced
ing customers have large numbers of items requiring scan
ning and ring-up. The shopping experience can become even

25

scanner alloWs for free movement about the store Without the

burden of carrying merchandise or pushing a shopping cart.

The shopping experience is further enhanced by a faster
30

dise Will be delivered to the customers home or business at a

items or push an unWieldy shopping cart around the store as
35

limit the number of items they purchase.

Retailing facilities are less cluttered With shopping carts and

Delivery of purchased items from the store to the custom
er’s home or business is one signi?cant convenience that a

the burdens on store clerks are reduced at the checkout
40

tions can consistently and cost-effectively met.
In sum, providing a better shopping experience for the
customer increases goodWill and sales per visit.

is dif?cult or impractical. Notwithstanding, in order to make
delivery a viable option, the retailer must have a Well-devel

oped routine for marshalling items chosen by the customer

45

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

for delivery, and then managing the delivery itself.
Similarly, When an item is not available at the local outlet in
a quantity that a customer desires, the retailer needs an e?i
cient means by Which that item can be located Within other
outlets, or the retailer’ s distribution system, such that reason

ably accurate estimation of delivery time can be promised to
the customer. The capability of providing the item Within the
promised time period not only preserves the current sale, but
also builds up goodWill in the customer With respects to

50

FIG. 1A is a high level block diagram of a representative
55

customers.

computer assisted shopping system suitable for describing
the principles of the present invention;
FIG. 1B is a conceptual diagram of typical store shelving
holding a set of hand-held scanners, Within their charging

60

for loyalty. Identi?cation of neW customers alloWs a retailer to
tailor their services With an aim to making those neW clients

regular customers. Nevertheless, learning about a customers
habits must not be intrusive, but still alloW the retailer to
speci?cally target goods and services to the most relevant

For a more complete understanding of the present inven
tion, and the advantages thereof, reference is noW made to the
folloWing descriptions taken in conjunction With the accom

panying draWings, in Which:

potential future sales.
Maintaining goodWill With customers, Whether they are
individuals or other businesses, is the bedrock of almost any
business. In the retail context, knoWing a returning custom
er’s purchasing history alloWs the retailer to add a personal
touch to the shopping experience, as Well as provide reWards

counter. Moreover, the retailer can e?iciently manage mer

chandise inventory such that the customer delivery expecta

ronments Where transporting products, especially bulky ones,

Within a staging area Within the store, preparing those items

more ef?ciently and less expensively provide the high levels
of service demanded by customers. Among other things, the
retailer can monitor each customer carrying a hand-held scan
ner and provide customer assistance as soon as necessary.

impacts the retailer’s bottom line as such customers often

retailer can provide for a customer, particularly in city envi

checkout process and assurance that the purchased merchan

time and date of the customer’s choice.
The principles of the present invention alloW the retailer

more burdensome When customers must carry their selected

they shop. The burden of moving items, besides adversely
impacting the customer’s shopping experience, also directly

scanned by a customer, to a register. A product order is gen
erated at the register from the information doWnloaded from
the scanner and the customer delivery preference informa
tion, and available delivery dates and times based on inven
tory availability are determined. Delivery options are pro
vided for the customer based on the available delivery dates
and times. A delivery option selection and commitment from
the customer close the order.
Embodiments of the present principles realiZe substantial
advantages for both customers and retailers in any high-ser
vice retailing environment. For the customer, the hand-held

65

cradles, in one representative implementation of the system
shoWn in FIG. 1A;
FIGS. 1C and ID are conceptual diagrams of representa
tive implementations of the primary and secondary store reg
isters shoWn in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of an exemplary hand-held scanner
suitable for use in the system shoWn in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating typical operations of the

system shoWn in FIG. 1A according to the principles of the

present invention;
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FIGS. 4A-4I are conceptual diagrams illustrating the vari

mation pro?le is pulled-up from the database. For a neW or

ous display WindoWs displayed on the display screens of the
registers of FIGS. 1C and 1D and the handheld scanner of

unregistered customer, a neW customer pro?le is created by
entering the customer’ s information such name, address, tele

FIG. 2 during the operations illustrated in FIG. 3; and

phone number, and preferred delivery information.
At block 302 of FIG. 3, the process of checking out a

FIG. 5 is a How chart of an exemplary order allocation

process according to the principles of the present invention.

hand-held scanner 200 to the identi?ed customer is per

formed. First, as shoWn by FIG. 4B, the customer’s credit
card number is entered either by sWiping or manual entry after
prompting by a dialog box. A second dialog box then lists the
available scanners, and their battery levels for the store clerk

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The principles of the present invention and their advan
tages are best understood by referring to the illustrated
embodiment depicted in FIGS. 1-5 of the draWings, in Which

to select, as shoWn in FIG. 4C. Once a scanner is selected

from this list, its display entry Will start ?ashing off and on.

like numbers designate like parts.

Alternatively, a hand-held scanner 200 can be pulled from its
charger and used to scan a special barcode at the register. The

FIG. 1A is a high level block diagram of an exemplary

computer assisted shopping system 100 embodying the prin
ciples of the present invention. Generally, shopping system

selected hand-held scanner 200 Will signal the register that it
is the one being assigned. A scanner 200 With a full battery
charge Will illuminate onboard LEDs green and a scanner 200
that is not fully charged Will not illuminate these LEDs. This

100 includes a set of hand-portable scanners 101 for check
ing-out to customers in a store or other retailing environment.
FIG. 1B illustrates a typical set of scanners 101, installed in

their charging cradles and shelved Within a typical store envi

reduces the chance of assigning a customer a scanner that is
20

ronment. The individual scanners Will be discussed further

As shoWn in FIG. 4D, When a customer is assigned a
scanner 200, the display WindoW found under the SHOPPERS tab
is updated. In the illustrated embodiment, the SHOPPERS tab is

beloW in conjunction With FIG. 2.
Scanners 101 communicate through a Wireless router 102
and a Wired router 103 to at least one store register. In the

illustrated embodiment, shopping system 100 includes a pri
mary register 104 and tWo additional (secondary) registers
10511-10519. Representative registers are shoWn in FIGS. 1C

25

started using shopping system 100, the scanner’s identi?er,
and the number of items in the customer’s virtual shopping
30

pad 202 including numerical keys 203 and an entry key 204,

cart. The loWer (scanner) table is used to status all scanners
200 in the store and includes information such as each scan

ner’s identi?er, its current network signal strength, its battery

and a pair of scan-trigger buttons 205a and 20519.

level and charging status, and the assigned customer’s name,

In the preferred embodiment, hand-held scanner 200 is a

Symbol Technologies PPT880 running Java routines and

made up of tWo tables. The upper (shopper’s) table displays
information about the speci?cally assigned customer includ
ing, for example, a short note about the customer (that can be
entered When scanner 200 is assigned), the time the customer

and 1D.
FIG. 2 is a conceptual diagram of a selected hand-held
scanner 200, as selected from scanner set 101 of FIG. 1A.
Hand-held scanner 200 includes a display screen 201, a key

not fully charged.

35

if any.
The shopper’s table has a number of buttons beloW it that
alloWs the register operator to interact With customers. In

Microsoft Pocket PC Version 4.20 application softWare. The
application is a full screen application; hoWever, the WindoWs
menu bar and SIP (soft input panel) are hidden from the

particular, the UNASSIGN SHOPPER button is used to remove a

customer. Scan-trigger buttons 205a and 20519 ?re a laser
beam emitter 206 from the scanner front panel that alloWs

must pick from a list of reasons Why the customer is being

customer from shopping system 100. Preferably, the operator
40

scanning of UPC barcodes on products. Numeric keypad 202
is used to enter item quantities after the customer has scanned
the bar code on a desired product.
Generally, the scanner softWare application is a multi

thread Java sWing program. One thread monitors netWork

removed, for example, because the customer abandoned the
scanner, changed their mind regarding a product, could not
Wait, decided to shop online, or decided to come back another

day. The customer is then removed from the shopper table,
and their scanner 200 is returned back to the unassigned state.
45

strength and updates a netWork strength graphic on display

The SWAP SCANNER button is used When a customer’s

assigned scanner 200 is to be replaced With another scanner.
This can happen, for example, if the assigned scanner 200 is

screen 201. Another thread monitors the battery level and
updates a similar battery graphic. A further thread is used to

malfunctioning or has loW battery level. The virtual shopping

periodically refresh the item table (virtual shopping cart)

cart from the assigned scanner 200 is removed and transferred

discussed beloW, even if the netWork is not available. A heart
beat thread periodically sends out scanner status information,
including a unique scanner identi?er, and netWork level and

50 to another scanner 200 so that the customer can continue

shopping. The VIEW CART button Will display on the register a
table of items that represent the items in the customer’ s virtual

battery status information, preferably to all registers 104 and
10511-10519 via IP Multicast. Advantageously, guaranteed
transmission of the status information is not required, because
even if information is lost, another status broadcast Will be

shopping cart. (The register also keeps a backup copy of each
virtual shopping cart in the system.) This function is used to
55

the assigned scanner 200 is completely dead and the entries in

sent out the next time this thread executes. Finally, a thread is
provided for monitoring a socket for commands from a reg

ister 104 or 10511-10519, for example, pages and locate signals.
The overall operation of shopping system 100 is illustrated

a virtual shopping cart are lost. The COMPLETE ORDER button is

used to create an order for the customer by pulling the virtual
shopper cart from the scanner 200 for processing the on the
60

by exemplary scan, shop, and deliver procedure 300 shoWn in
the How chart of FIG. 3. At block 301, a customer enters the
store and is identi?ed at one of the registers 104 and 105. In

shop register 104 or 10511-10519. (Registers 104 and 105a
105b are better suited to pick ful?llment types for the order,
and also resolve order problems, such as availability issues

and delivery dates.)
The scanner table also has buttons for performing func

the illustrated embodiment, a store clerk accesses the com

puter screen shoWn in FIG. 4A from the terminal at a given
register 104 or 10511-1051) and selects the CUSTOMER tab. If
a customer is an existing customer, then the customer’s infor

monitor customers, but can also be used to create an order if

65

tions on scanners 200. Inparticular, The PAGE SCANNER button is
used to send a message to a particular scanner 200. For

example, if the register operator notices that a scanner 200 has

US 7,681,790 B2
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a loW battery, the register operator can send a message to the
assigned customer and have them return to the register 104 or

availability, the delivery address, and delivery time. The ten

10511-10519 so that a different scanner 200 can be swapped in.
The LOCATE sCANNER button is used to ?nd missing scanners.

screen shoWn in FIG. 4I.

When clicked-on, the selected scanner 200 Will start making

der is added and the order processed, through the check out

5

loud noises until it can be located and shutoff. The sCANNER
button is used to manage the store’ s inventory of scanners. For
example, unique data can be entered for each scanner 200 in

not limited to the store that captured the order from the cus
tomer. In particular, the allocation engine has access to com
panyWide inventory and can reserve inventory at any combi
nation of locations to ?ll an order. This creates the

the store, such as the asset ID number, device serial number,
and a note.

opportunity to pro?tably offer customers more delivery
options and a higher service level.

Returning to the How chart of FIG. 3, once a customer has
been assigned a scanner 200, they are free to shop around the
store and scan the bar codes on items they Wish to purchase
(block 303). Each time a product bar code is scanned, a

FIG. 5 is a How chart of an order allocation process 500

illustrating the operation of the allocation engine of shopping

display is generated on the display 201 of the customer’s

system 100, according to one embodiment of the present
invention. In particular, the allocation engine is invoked after
the customer completes shopping at block 501, as described

scanner 200.

One preferred scanner display is shoWn in FIG. 4E. The top
line of the display displays the assigned customer’s name and

in detail above.

graphics that represent the network connectivity and battery
levels. In particular, the netWork meter resembles a typical

Shopping system 100 also embodies softWare allocation
engine, Which manages the delivery quoting and ful?llment
process for delivery orders. Advantageously, this process is

At block 502, the customer is presented With delivery time
20

WindoWs that are achievable based on inventory availability

When a customer scans a barcode on a product, its image, 25

and processing and facilities capacity. Once the customer
places the order and their delivery expectations are estab
lished, the allocation engine creates a ful?llment strategy that
is optimiZed to meet the customer’s expectations While also
maximiZing sales and minimiZing costs to the retailer.
Speci?cally, at block 502, the order is analyZed to deter
mine Which products the customer has chosen for delivery
and the customer’s deliver preferences. The allocation engine
then determines the earliest possible time and the most e?i

cell phone signal meter, Which changes color to yelloW and
then red if the netWork level is too loW. The battery meter

resembles a typical cell phone battery meter, and also changes
to yelloW and then red When the battery level is loW.
description, price, and the store’s on-hand quantity are dis
played, also as shoWn in FIG. 4E. At block 304 ofFIG. 3, the
customer utiliZes keypad 202 of FIG. 2 to enter the desired

quantity of the selected item.
After the customer hits the enter button on keypad 202, the

30

The item table lists the items that the customer has added to

their virtual shopping cart. Each item entry displays a textual

description of the item, the quantity selected, and the

35

extended item price (quantity multiplied by single item
price). When the item list is displayed, the bottom part of the
screen is occupied by 4 buttons. These buttons alloW the
customer to get details on an item, delete an item, or select the

previous or next item in the item list.
Every time a scanner 200 updates its item list, it also sends
a message to the main register 104. The message describes the

40

by the customer.
At block 504, the allocation engine allocations the order.
First, based on the customers deliver option selection, the
allocation engine calculates the best ful?llment strategy to
chandise. If and When the inventory status changes, the allo
cation engine recalculates the best ful?llment strategy until
the order is completely ful?lled, at block 505.
The process described in FIG. 5 can be more completely

illustrated With the folloWing examples. A customer uses
shopping system 100 at a retail facility close to their home and
decides they Want their order delivered in tWo (2) days. The
allocation engine ?rst selects that same retail facility as the
50

delivery point (i.e. as the least-cost ful?llment facility). HoW
ever, assume the allocation engine determines that this ful

?llment facility/delivery point does not currently have
enough inventory to meet the customer’s order requirements
55

and that there is insuf?cient time to order the balance of the
inventory from a distribution center (or any other available

facility).
In this example, the allocation engine is, hoWever, able to

repeated. The item list of FIG. 4G is updated, including the
order subtotal displayed beloW the item table. Anytime during

determine that some of the balance can be ?lled from a replen

the process, the customer can adjust item quantities and/or

delete items using the provided buttons described above.
When the customer has ?nished shopping at block 306,
they return to a register 104 or 10511-10519 With their assigned
scanner 200 and complete their transaction. Speci?cally, the
item list stored on the assigned scanner 200 is uploaded to the
register 104 or 10511-10519. A checkout screen, such as that
shoWn in FIG. 4H, alloWs the sales clerk to con?rm product

presented to the customer so that, at block 503, the customer
can commit to the order based on the delivery option selected

meet the customer’s expectation and then reserves the mer

action taken (e.g. add item, modify item, delete item). Main
register 104 receives the message, and forWards it to second
ary registers 10511-10519. Furthermore, Whenever a scanner
200 needs item information, such an item description, item
image, price, and on-hand quantity, it communicates over a
socket With the main register 104. If the customer is in a part
of the store Where the Wireless netWork is not available at the
time they scan an item, the item information cannot be
retrieved from the register. In this case, the item is added to the
item list by its UPC With an unknoWn price. A table refresh
thread executing on the assigned scanner 200 updates the item
table With the missing information When the netWork
becomes available.
As the customer continues to shop, and scan in additional
items, the steps represented by blocks 303-305 of FIG. 3 are

cient delivery path from one of the retailer’s facilities to the

customer’s indicated delivery address. The allocation engine
next determines the facilities available processing slots start
ing With the earliest time and date that the inventory is avail
able. Finally, the available delivery time WindoW options are

item is added to their item table (virtual shopping cart). A
preferred display of the item list is shoWn in FIGS. 4F and 4G.

65

ishment shipment that is currently in route and due to deliver
in tWo (2) hours to the retail facility. Additionally, the alloca
tion engine is also able to determine that the remainder of the
order can be ?lled from another replenishment shipment due
at the retail facility in ten (10) hours. The allocation engine
therefore reserves the inventory from the facility and both
in-transit shipments to ?ll the order on time. When the last

shipment’s inventory is secured for the order, the allocation
engine releases the order for delivery.

US 7,681,790 B2
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Preferably, in terms of store product service levels, the

call for pick of the entire order. As a result, the entire order is
picked at the same time (no consolidation steps) and the
picked order is available in a staging location for the mini

allocation engine attempts to allocate inventory from a source
that does not jeopardize a store’s pipeline of available inven
tory for pedestrian customer sales. This feature advanta
geously helps ensure that the maximum number of customers
have access to the maximum variety of products. As another

mum amount of time.

In other Words, shopping system 100 Works With the allo
cation engine during the delivery WindoW quoting process so
that customers are quoted delivery WindoWs that help even
out demand among delivery facilities. This alloWs each facil

example, assume a customer uses shopping system 100 at a

retail facility close to their home and decides they Want their

order delivered in three (3) days. The allocation engine selects
that retail facility as the delivery point (i.e. least-cost facility)

ity to better plan and utiliZe its ful?llment labor, real estate,

and determines that it can ful?ll the customer’s order by
taking the merchandise from the selling ?oor of the same

processing capacity is not exceeded.

retail facility. HoWever, the allocation engine also determines

present invention realiZe signi?cant advantages, especially

that it can get additional inventory to ?ll the order from a

Within a high service retail environment. In particular, shop
ping system 100 makes the shopping experience much less of

and equipment. It also helps ensure that a facilities order

In sum, the various embodiments of the principles of the

distribution facility that is scheduled to replenish the retail

facility in tWo (2) days. The allocation engine therefore

a burden for the shopper. For example, the use of scanners

selects the second option because it alloWs the retail facility to

means that a customer does not need to carry merchandise

sell the ?oor inventory (through selling opportunities that
require the inventory to be present) during those tWo (2) days.
Advantageously, the pro?t from those sales typically exceeds

through the store or push an unWieldy shopping cart. The
scanner alloWs the customer to easily select and change pur

the incremental cost of adding the additional inventory to ?ll
the order to the replenishment truck.
Additionally, to minimiZe freight costs, the allocation
engine attempts to select locations that are the most ef?cient
to process the order. Generally, this means selecting the clos
est delivery-capable facility or facilities to the customer’s

delivery point. Similarly, in the event that the allocation
engine must allocate inventory from an intermediate facility
and that inventory must subsequently be shipped to, and
consolidated at, the chosen delivery facility, the allocation
engine attempts to aggregate inventory requirements into full
truck deliveries to minimize freight charges.

20
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required for customers using the system. Furthermore, shop
ping system 100 provides delivery options to the customer
providing even further convenience.
30

store visit and customer goodwill. For example, the retailer

35

turn alloWs the retailer to meet customers’ delivery expecta
tions, as Well as minimiZe the retailer’s product handling
40 costs.

Although the invention has been described With reference

Further, if the allocation engine also determines that the deliv

ery facility needs additional inventory to complete the order,

to speci?c embodiments, these descriptions are not meant to
be construed in a limiting sense. Various modi?cations of the
disclosed embodiments, as Well as alternative embodiments
45

for an incremental $5 in freight charges, the allocation engine
Will select the option With the $5 incremental freight charges.
The allocation engine also has access to projected product
demand requirements for each facility. With this information,
the engine attempts to reduce inventory at facilities that have
a large day’s supply relative to the carrying costs of the
facility. This advantageously reduces carrying costs and
improves the retailer’ s companyWide cash ?oW. Similarly, the
allocation engine attempts to minimiZe Work in process

50

inventory (e.g. partial orders staged for consolidation).

55

of the invention, Will become apparent to persons skilled in
the art upon reference to the description of the invention. It
should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the

conception and the speci?c embodiment disclosed might be
readily utiliZed as a basis for modifying or designing other
structures for carrying out the same purposes of the present
invention. It should also be realiZed by those skilled in the art

that such equivalent constructions do not depart from the
spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended
claims.

Consider an example, in Which a customer uses shopping
system 100 at a retail facility close to their home and decides

that they Want their order delivered in tWo (2) days. Once the
order is placed, the allocation engine determines that there are
tWo facilities that can service the order. In this case, the cost of
ful?ll the order is the same for both facilities; hoWever, one of

can easily identify valued return customers and ?rst time
customers With the potential to become return customers.
Assistance can be immediately provided to customers that

require it. Overall, shopping system 100 alloWs the retailer to
e?iciently manage its inventory and ful?ll orders, Which in

tWo facilities that can service the order, and that the freight
charges from one facility Will be $15 and from the other $120.
In this case, the allocation engine selects the facility corre

and that the needed inventory can either be transferred from
another store for freight charges of $25 or simply added to a
scheduled replenishment shipment from a distribution center

Shopping system 100 also realiZes signi?cant advantages
for the retailer, as Well. These advantages increase sales per

system 100 at a retail facility close to their home and decides

sponding to the $15 freight charges as the delivery point.

is required. Moreover, Waiting time in line is signi?cantly
reduced, as the need for register scanning of items is no longer

As further example, assume a customer uses shopping

they Want their order delivered in three (3) days. Once the
order is placed, the allocation engine determines that there are

chase quantities and immediately provides the customer With
important information such as the price of the item, the
amount of product currently available in the store, and a
running total for the products in the customer’s virtual shop
ping basket. The customer can page the register if assistance

It is therefore contemplated that the claims Will cover any
such modi?cations or embodiments that fall Within the true
scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A computer assisted shopping system comprising:
60

a hand-held scanner for customer scanning of information

the facilities is overstocked With the desired product. There

associated With a product in a retailing facility, the hand
held scanner including a display for displaying shopping

fore, the allocation engine designates the overstocked facility

cart information corresponding to customer scanned

to ful?ll the order. In the event that one of the products is
overstocked and another Will be arriving on a replenishment

truck in a short time (to complete the order), the allocation
engine Will Wait until the replenishment shipment arrives to

65

information including an image of the product, a unit
price of the product, and an amount of the product cur

rently available at the retailing facility; and
a netWorked system operable to:

US 7,681,790 B2
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store customer delivery preference information;
download information from the hand-held scanner

generating a product order from the doWnloaded informa
tion With the information processing system and the

scanned by customer to a register;
generate a product order at the register from the infor

determining With the information processing system avail

customer delivery preference information;
able delivery date and time WindoWs based an inventory

mation doWnloaded from the scanner and the cus

availability;

tomer delivery preference information;

providing delivery options to the customer based on avail

determine available delivery date and time WindoWs
based on inventory availability;
provide delivery options for the customer based on avail
able delivery date and time WindoWs;
accept a delivery option selection and commitment from

able delivery date and time WindoWs;
accepting a delivery option selection and commitment
from the customer to close to the order; and
developing an order ful?llment strategy to meet the deliv

ery option selection comprising:

the customer to close the order; and

determining Whether the order can be ful?lled from local

calculate a ful?llment strategy to meet the selected

inventory at the retail facility;
ful?lling the order from the local inventory When the
desired product quantity is available in the local

delivery option based on available inventory at a plu

rality of facilities including local inventory at the

retailing facility and Which maximizes remaining
available inventory local to the retailing facility.

inventory;
When the desired product quantity is unavailable in local

2. The shopping system of claim 1, Wherein the netWorked

inventory, determining Whether su?icient additional

system calculates a ful?llment strategy based on local inven

tory at the retailing facility and inventory in transit to the

20

retailing facility.

facility; and
ful?lling the order at least in part from the inventory
in-transit upon arrival at the retail facility When su?i
cient additional product is available in the inventory

3. The shopping system of claim 1, Wherein the netWorked
calculates a ful?llment strategy bused on minimizing freight

charges.
4. The shopping system of claim 1, Wherein the informa
tion associated With the product is af?xed to the product.

25

determining that a plurality of facilities are available to

a hand-held scanner for customer scanning of information

rently available at the retailing facility; and

30

35

store customer delivery preference information;
doWnload information from the hand-held scanner
40

mation doWnloaded from the scanner and the cus

tomer delivery preference information;
determine available delivery date and lime WindoWs
based on inventory availability;
provide delivery options for the customer based on avail
able delivery date and time WindoWs;
accept a delivery option selection and commitment from

delivery cation based on available inventory at a plu

8. The method of claim 6, Wherein the shopping cart infor
mation is selected from the group consisting of:
a list of all products having associated information scanned

by the customer; and
a running total cost for the products having associated
information scanned by the customer.
9. The method of claim 8, further comprising periodically
refreshing the shopping cart information on the hand-held
scanner from the information processing system as the scan

ner is moved through areas of the retailing facility With dif

fering Wireless netWork signal poWers.
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10. The method of claim 6, further comprising
monitoring the battery poWer on the hand-held scanner

With the information processing system; and
signaling the customer through the hand-held scanner to

the customer to close the order; and
calculate a ful?llment strategy to meet the selected

ful?ll the order;
determining that a selected one of the facilities is over

stocked With the product; and
ful?lling the order from the overstocked facility.

a netWorked system operable to:

scanned by customer to a register;
generate a product order at the register from the infor

in-transit.
7. The method of claim 6, Wherein ful?lling the order

comprises:

5. A computer assisted shopping system comprising:
associated With a product in a retailing facility, the hand
held scanner including a display for displaying shopping
cart information corresponding to customer scanned
information including an image of the product, a unit
price of the product, and an amount of the product cur

product is available in inventory in-transit to the retail

return to a central location to receive a replacement
50

scanner When the battery poWer is loW.

rality of facilities including local inventory at the

11. A method of computer assisted shopping comprising:

retailing facility and overstock of at least one of the
plurality of facilities such that overstock is reduced.
6. A method of computer assisted shopping comprising:

providing a hand-held scanner to a customer for scanning

information associated With a product Within a retailing
55

providing a hand-held scanner to a customer for scanning

information associated With a product Within a retailing

displaying shopping cart information on the hand-held

facility;

scanner in response to information scanned by the cus

storing customer delivery preference information;

tomer information including an image of the product, a
unit price of the product, and an amount of the product

displaying shopping cart information on the hand-held

currently available at the retailing facility;

scanner in response to information scanned by the cus

doWnloading the information scanned by the customer

tomer information including an image of the product, a
unit price of the product, and an amount of the product

from the hand-held scanner to an information processing

currently available at the retailing facility;
doWnloading the information scanned by the customer
from the hand-held scanner to an information processing

system;

facility;
storing customer delivery preference information;

system;
65

generating a product order from the doWnloaded informa
tion With the information processing system and the

customer delivery preference information;

US 7,681,790 B2
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determining with the information processing system avail

ful?lling the order from a selected one of the plurality of

facilities to minimize freight charges.
14. The method of claim 13, wherein ful?lling the order
from the selected one of the facilities comprises shipping the
product from one facility to the retail facility and ful?lling the
order from the retail facility.
15. The method of claim 13, wherein ful?lling the order
from the selected one of the facilities comprises shipping the
product to the customer directly from the selected one of the
facilities.

able delivery date and time windows based on inventory

availability;
providing delivery options to the customer based on avail

able delivery date and time windows;
accepting a delivery option selection and commitment
from the customer to close to the order; and
developing an order ful?llment strategy to meet the deliv

ery option selection comprising:
determining that the order can be ful?lled from a plural

16. A computer assisted shopping system including:

ity of available facilities; and
ful?lling the order at least in part from a selected one of

a set of hand-held scanners for providing to customers for

scanning information associated with merchandise

the plurality of facilities to maximize product shelve
availability for another one of the plurality of facili

available for purchase, each hand-held scanner includ

ing a display for displaying shopping cart information

ties.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein a ?rst one of the

corresponding to the scanned information including an
image of the product, a unit price of the product, and an

facilities comprises a retailing facility closest to a delivery

amount of the product currently available at the retailing

address provided as a customer delivery preference and sec
ond one of the facilities comprises a distribution facility and

wherein ful?lling the order comprises ful?lling the order

facility;
20

wireless network for establishing communications
between the register and the hand-held scanners,
wherein the networked system is operable to:
store customer delivery preference information for a

from a shipment from the second facility to the ?rst facility to

maximize product shelf availability at the ?rst facility.
13. A method of computer assisted shopping comprising:
providing a hand-held scanner to a customer for scanning

information associated with a product within a retailing

25

facility;
storing customer delivery preference information;

shops the available merchandise;

scanner in response to information scanned by the cus
30

mation downloaded from the scanner and the corre

sponding customer preference information;

from the hand-held scanner to an information processing
35

generating a product order from the downloaded informa
tion with the information processing system and the

erence information;

determining with the information processing system avail
40

the customer to close the order; and

providing delivery options to the customer based on avail

calculate a ful?llment strategy to meet the selected

able delivery date and time windows;
accepting a delivery option selection and commitment

ery option selection comprising:
determining that the order can be ful?lled from a plurality

of available facilities; and

delivery preference information;
accept a delivery option selection and commitment from

availability;

from the customer to close to the order; and
developing an order ful?llment strategy to meet the deliv

determine available delivery date and time windows
based on inventory availability and the customer pref

provide delivery options for the customer based on avail
able delivery date and time windows and the customer

customer delivery preference information;
able delivery date and time windows based on inventory

download information from the selected hand-held
scanner and associated with merchandise scanned by
the customer to the register;

generate a product order at the register from the infor

currently available at the retailing facility;
downloading the information scanned by the customer

system;

plurality of registered customers;
assign a selected scanner to a registered customer;
monitor the selected hand-held scanner as the customer

displaying shopping cart information on the hand-held
tomer information including an image of the product, a
unit price of the product, and an amount of the product

a networked system including at least one register and a

delivery option and reserve the corresponding mer
45

chandise based on available inventory at a plurality of

facilities including local inventory at the retailing
facility and which maximizes remaining available
inventory local to the retailing facility.
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